TLC PRIMETIME HIGHLIGHTS:

Weeks of August 17th and August 24th

Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of August 17th and August 24th. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.

WEEK OF August 17th (as of 8.13.15)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Specials
MY GIANT LIFE – Tuesday, August 18

SAY YES TO THE DRESS: THE BIG DAY – Friday, August 21

Season Finale
I AM JAZZ – Wednesday, August 19

LOVE, LUST OR RUN – Thursday, August 20

TUESDAY, AUGUST 18

9/8c
LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG WORLD – “GONE WITH THE WINDMILL”
Matt and Jeremy take on one of their toughest construction projects yet: a windmill cocktail bar for Zach and Tori’s wedding. Later, Amy and Matt take their salsa business to the next level by pitching their goods to a local grocery store.

10/9c
MY GIANT LIFE – “BIG UPDATES”
Together for the first time, Lindsay, Haleigh, Colleen, and Nancy share their unique experiences living as women who can’t help but standing out. Relive the series’ most memorable moments while the ladies dish about trying to measure up in a world that’s designed for folks a foot shorter. It’s a tall order, but the ladies compare notes in a spirited discussion about how they’ve survived and thrived.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19
9/8c  
LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE– “THE DANCE OFF”  
Tony Dovolani makes a surprise appearance when Vicki challenges Leah to a dance-off at his studio. Angelo’s son brings his newborn to the house for the first time and Leah realizes she may now be known as “grandma!”

9:30/8:30c  
LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE– “HMM, THAT’S A PROBLEM”  
When Leah treats Sofia and her friends to a day of shopping, she quickly realizes how exhausting three pre-teen girls can be! After Shannon receives negative reviews at the restaurant, the family decides how to handle it.

10/9c  
I AM JAZZ – “BABY JAZZ IS GROWING UP”  
Jazz throws a middle school graduation party and invites a boy who is interested in her. Amid fears of male puberty setting in, Jazz and her parents visit the doctor and are faced with a big decision.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 20

9/8c  
LOVE, LUST OR RUN – “ALLISON”  
Allison is a 24-year-old nanny who uses her chest to get attention from men, which gives them the false impression that she’s “easy.”

FRIDAY, AUGUST 21

10/9c  
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: THE BIG DAY – “PERSIA”  
Self-proclaimed “princess,” Persia, will spare no expense when it comes to her wedding. With faulty flower arrangements, missing jewelry, and 15 bridesmaids, Persia has her hands full. Will she be able to keep a cool head on her big day?

SUNDAY, AUGUST 23

9/8c  
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE? – “BRYAN CRANSTON”  
Bryan Cranston’s happy childhood shattered when his father abandoned the family when he was just 11-years-old. Seeking answers, Bryan explores his paternal roots and finds a troubling pattern of desertion, a man of honor, and an aunt he never knew existed.

WEEK OF August 24th (as of 8.13.15)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Specials
I AM JAZZ: RETROSPECTIVE – Wednesday, August 26
LOVE, LUST OR RUN: STACY REVEALED – Thursday, August 27

SAY YES TO THE DRESS: THE BIG DAY – Friday, August 28

BREAKING THE SILENCE – Sunday, August 30

Season Premiere
OUR LITTLE FAMILY – Tuesday, August 25

Season Finale
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE? – Sunday, August 30

TUESDAY, AUGUST 25

8/7c
LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG WORLD – “ZACH’S WEDDING”
Episode description not available at this time.

10/9c
OUR LITTLE FAMILY
This year for Mother’s Day Dan and the kids want to surprise Michelle with a gift filled with love. Between frequent potty breaks and broken bowls, will Dan and the kids be able to pull together the perfect gift for Michelle?

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 26

9/8c
LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE
Episode description not available at this time.

9:30/8:30c
LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE
Episode description not available at this time.

10/9c
I AM JAZZ: RETROSPECTIVE
Jazz and her family sit down for a raw, in-depth interview. The interview touches on early struggles in Jazz’s transition, how the family responds to her critics, Jazz’s role in the transgender movement and what lies ahead for Jazz and the family.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 27

9/8c
LOVE, LUST OR RUN: STACY REVEALED
Go behind the scenes with Stacy London to get to know the real Stacy. Find out what Stacy’s closet looks like, what happens when the style guru shops for herself and a look into her personal life. And of
course the special goes behind the scenes of the show itself, as Stacy puts together another fabulous makeover!

**FRIDAY, AUGUST 28**

10/9c  
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS: THE BIG DAY – “CANDACE”**  
Glamazon bride Candace used a wedding planning app instead of a traditional wedding planner, and now she’s up to her mink eyelashes in unfinished tasks! With no veil, no shoes, and absolutely no time to spare, the pressure is on to save her big day!

**SUNDAY, AUGUST 30**

9/8c  
**WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE? – “TOM BERGERON”**  
Episode description not available at this time.

10/9c  
**BREAKING THE SILENCE**  
Episode description not available at this time.